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Saygus is an innovative leader in the communications industry specializing in the design, development and distribution
of the world's most advanced smartphones. Our very first handset was the FIRST PLACE WINNER of the cellular
industry’s top award given out by the Consumer Electronics Association, the CES Design & Engineering International
Innovation Award. This made Saygus the #1 smartphone in the world! Our new V Squared was also announced as an
International Innovation Award recipient for 2015!

During the Consumer Electronics Show (CES), held in January each year and considered the top electronics show in the
world, the Saygus V Squared won multiple achievement awards! Android Authority made us one of their Top Ten “Best
Pick Award” of the show and Gizmag recognized the V Squared as one of the CES innovations that they expected to be
'the next big thing' with their “Best of CES” tribute.

Our objective has been to put the power of a laptop and the versatility of a smartphone in the palm of every hand. The
Saygus V Squared features:

 128 GB memory on board with 2 Micro SD slots for 256 GB SanDisk memory cards up to 640 GB total memory
 Dual Sim Cards allowing two different cell phone carriers to operate on the same phone
 First to market “sunlight” viewable screen technology
 Longest Battery life with 28 hours of talk time and a battery-saving chip that boosts battery life by 50%
 Wireless HD for beaming of games, videos or movies to TVs or projection screens without WiFi
 21MP Rear Facing and 13MP Front Facing camera with Optical Image Stabilization and Auto Focus
 Multi-Boot Operating System Capability with a Micro SD card, switching the phone to an OS platform
 Water proofed circuit boards
 Fractal Antenna Boosting Technology
 Noise Cancelling Cypher Sound Technology, Harman Kardon Sound Technology with 3D Audio
 Android OS (version Marshmallow 6.0), NFC (for Goggle Wallet and sharing photos)
 OEM unlocked technology allowing programmers and application developers to write code/programs freely

Our mission is to create the "Ultimate Convergence Device" and the V Squared is the perfect first step to our
‘smartphone on steroids’ objective. We will continue to break the mold and provide more computing capacity, more
capability, more battery life and more features as our new models are launched in the coming years. Saygus expects to
consistently set the standard for smartphones and lead the world in personal and business mobile computing.

Saygus builds smartphones we believe people want to buy. Our competitors build smartphones they think they
can sell. That is our difference.

It’s just 18 words, but it clarifies that Saygus and its competitors are worlds apart. Here at Saygus, we build the
smartphones we want. It’s that simple. We are committed to continually providing smartphones to users around the
world with the most innovative ideas and designs, making their smartphones more personal and user friendly as we build
the worlds best handsets.

THERE ARE NO SMALL SMARTPHONE COMPANIES… so get ready for Saygus!

Best regards,

Chad Sayers
Founder
Saygus


